Do our best, remove the rest
Driving Swiss Re’s net-zero journey through carbon pricing
20 May 2021 – How green are my Taxes?
linkedin.com/in/mischarepmann

Let’s pay attention to the “net” in net-zero
Do our best,

+ CO2

+ CO2

Global CO2
emissions

- CO2

Today

Net-zero to stay <2°C

2050
… remove the rest
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Carbon removal will grow into an industry the size of oil & gas and this is an
opportunity for insurance

World
emissions

Do our best: Unprecedented emission reduction efforts

Remaining gross-emissions that cannot be reduced yet

Net-zero
Today: oil & gas emits
20b tonnes of CO2/yr

Remove the rest:

Gigatonnes of negative emissions
required to balance gross-emissions

IPCC SR15 P4 scenario

In only 30 years: 10-20b tonnes of CO2 removed/yr
 carbon removal = next trillion$ industry?!
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Carbon removal 101:
Capture CO2 from the air
& store it permanently

…through a variety of solutions

Nature-based

Hybrid

Technical

e.g. afforestation

e.g. bioenergy
with CCS

e.g. direct air
capture & storage

High quality = • high integrity
• high durability
• high scalability
see SONAR 2020:
Locking it up

coming soon: SRI expertise publication on
carbon removal and the insurance industry
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In 2019, Swiss Re has committed to net-zero emissions across the company:
in Operations by 2030 and on the liability and asset side by 2050

Present focus on reductions

Operations
Re/insurance
Asset Mgmt

e.g. Flight
reduction
e.g. Oil&gas
policy
e.g Green
bonds

Today

Future: Separate targets for emission reductions and removals
Purchase removal services & become a credible partner to…

Net-zero operations

UN Business Ambition for 1.5°C pledge

… access new risk pools

Net-zero Asset Owner Alliance

… and asset classes.

2030

2050
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Companies who commit to net-zero need to reduce and remove, and can further
help others to reduce their emissions as well*
Company
emissions

Compensate beyond value chain by funding
solutions that benefit climate, people, and
nature, e.g. via carbon avoidance certificates

1 ton of CO2
emitted

+

=

1 ton of CO2
emitted

Claim: “Climate neutral”

1

Science-based/Paris-aligned reduction path

2
3

Balance unavoidable emission through
negative emissions inside value chain
or via carbon removal certificates

=

1 ton of CO2
emitted

+

1 ton of CO2
removed

* Science-Based Target Initative – upcoming Global Standard on Corporate Net-Zero Targets

net-zero CO2

Claim: “Net-zero”
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The CO2NetZero programme will bring Swiss Re’s operations to net-zero
Today: Greenhouse Neutral Programme (2003-2020)

Future: CO2NetZero Programme (2021-2030)

“Do our best, offset the rest”

”Do our best, remove the rest”

1.

Reduced operational emissions per employee by 54%
(efficiency measures, RE100, new buildings, …)

1.

Double down on cutting emissions, initial focus on air travel with
-30% flight CO2 reduction target for 2021

2.

Compensated unavoided emissions through
conventional carbon offsetting

2.

Introduce triple-digit Carbon Steering Levy that incentivises lowcarbon decision making: from 100$/t in 2021 to 200$/t by 2030

3.

Raised flight levy of ~10$/t that pays for the offsets,
but proved ineffective to decrease air travel

3.

Use Levy funds to compensate remaining emissions through
high-quality carbon removal certificates

1 ton of CO2
emitted

+

=

1 ton of CO2
emitted

Claim: “Climate neutral”

=

1 ton of CO2
emitted

+

1 ton of CO2
removed

net-zero CO2

Claim: “Net-zero”

September 2020
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Our compensation strategy is a gradual move from offsets to removals
Today: Greenhouse Neutral Programme (2003-2020)

Future: CO2NetZero Programme (2021-2030)

100% offsets

90% offsets

Swiss Re’s
emissions

Flight targets

50%

Covid

0%

Net-zero
10% removals

Climate neutral since 2003

50%

100%

Climate neutral in transition to net-zero
September 2020
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The price-level of our Carbon Steering Level is informed by UN call for action,
market insight, and scientific estimate
1. The UN Global Compact calls on companies to set internal carbon price at minimum
to 100$/tCO2;1) this becomes the starting price of our CSL
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2. Price of carbon removal today is 10-1’000$/tCO2, dep. on quality and technology
3. Anticipated average price of high-quality carbon removal by 2030 is ~200$/tCO2;
this must therefore be the internal carbon price level in 2030, our net-zero target year
4. By 2050, scientists estimate an average price of carbon removal of ~100$/tCO22)

3
4

1

1
2

Put a Price on Carbon | UN Global Compact
IPCC, 2018. Special report on 1.5°C
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It is our ambition that purchasing high-quality carbon removals becomes a
business enabler and market catalyst

200

CO2
2021

100

2030

2021

$/CO2
2030

~
~

$ 4-5m per year
btw 2021-2030

Carbon Removal Purchasing Strategy
1. Goal: Secure high-quality carbon certificates for Operations to achieve net-zero by 2030
2. Ambition: Create potential business leads for underwriting and asset management
to explore the new carbon removal risk pools and asset classes
3. Ambition: Help catalyse the carbon removal market at scale and on time
to enable net-zero emissions by 2050 for Swiss Re and the world (Paris)
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Commitments to invest in carbon removal rise 10’000 fold in five months
Stripe

Shopify

$1m p.a.

$5m p.a.

Spend at least $1m on
carbon sequestration
annually

Set up $5m+ annual
Sustainability fund, $1m+
p.a. to carbon removal

Aug 2019

Sep 2019

Microsoft

Bezos Earth Fund

$50m

$1bn

$10bn

to achieve net-zero by 2030,
“Do our best, remove the rest”,
world’s first 3-digit carbon levy

net-zero by 2030;
Pledge to remove all direct
emissions emitted since 1975

Jeff Bezos to set up a personal fund from
personal wealth to reverse climate change

Nov 2019

Jan 2020

Feb 2020

since early 2020

“Every government, company, and shareholder must confront climate change.”
Letter to CEOs of large multinationals from Larry Fink,
the CEO of BlackRock

And many more corporate “net-zero”
commitments since Q1 2020…
but net-zero is used inconsistently,
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Take home messages
 True ‘net-zero’ requires both reductions and
removals, in this order and with separate targets
 The world needs climate leaders who are
willing to pay the first-mover price of highquality, scalable, durable removals
 For corporates: Setting a stringent
internal carbon price is a powerful tool
to navigate your own net-zero journey

Check out our 4min net-zero
explainer video on youtube:
“Do our best, remove the rest”
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Legal notice

©2021 Swiss Re. All rights reserved. You may use this presentation for private or internal purposes but note that any
copyright or other proprietary notices must not be removed. You are not permitted to create any modifications or
derivative works of this presentation, or to use it for commercial or other public purposes, without the prior written
permission of Swiss Re.
The information and opinions contained in the presentation are provided as at the date of the presentation and may
change. Although the information used was taken from reliable sources, Swiss Re does not accept any responsibility
for its accuracy or comprehensiveness or its updating. All liability for the accuracy and completeness of the
information or for any damage or loss resulting from its use is expressly excluded.
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